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%'e propose an O(4) U(1) gauge model for weak and electromagnetic interactions, in which the Cabibbo
angle is expressed as a free mixing angle between two charged vector bosons without rotating quarks. Four
left-handed leptons (v„e,v,„,p.) and quarks (u, d, c, s) are, respectively, assumed to belong to quartets
of O(4) whereas all the right-handed ones are assumed to belong to singlets. %e use the representation

(2,1)+ {1,2) of O(4)=-SU(2)SU(2) for our quartets, different from that used by Pais, (2,2) of
SU(2)SU(2). Our model naturally ensures the mechanism and respects quark-lepton universality. CP
violation can be incorporated in the model to reproduce effectively results of the superweak theory by a small

rotation of d and s quarks. The electric dipole inoment D„ofa neutron is shown to be small, P/e~ 10 "
cm. The parity-violating asymmetry in the inelastic scattering of longitudinally polarized electrons from the
deuterium recently measured at SLAC is reproduced in our model. A strangeness-changing neutral current
also appears but is suppressed to the order GFa.

I. INTROBUCTION

The bulk of weak-interaction phenomena is
successfully explained by a SU(2) 8 U(l) gauge
model of weak and electromagnetic interactions.
This theory was originated by %einberg and Sal.am'
and was later extended to include four quarks and
four. leptons, which satisfy the so-caQed Glashow-
Iliopoulos-Maiani (GIM) mechanism. ' Many varia-
ations of a gauge model SU(2) 8 U(1) have been pro-
posed, based on various motivations. In construct-
ing gauge models some criteria demanded by ex-
perimental data are also used, such as no flavor-
changing neutral current, ' e- or p,-number con-
servation, and so on.

I,et us now pay attention to the Cabibbo angle,
which enters into the charged current for quarks.
This angle is usually considered to be generated
by diagonalizing the quark mass matrix, and re-
cent study is mainly devoted to the theoretical cal-
culation of it by assuming a discrete symmetry. 4

Instead of rotating quarks, it is possible to inter-
pret the Cabibbo angle as a ratio of masses of two
charged vector bosons, which couple to strange-
ness-changing and -nonchanging currents, respec-
tively. This interpretation is easily seen in Fig.
1; that is, the ratio among the amplitudes of the
three diagrams is 1: cos8:sin8. Tpen the Cabibbo
angle 8 is defined by tan9 = m~, '/m~ '. The first

2
realization of this idea in a gauge model was
achieved by Pais, ' who adopted O(4) 8g, the same
group as will be used in this paper. He and others'
succeeded in explaining CP violation in K decays,
nonleptonic decays, etc. There seem, however,
to be some defects in his model, e.g. the large
contribution of heavy neutral leptons to the anom-

alous magnetic moment of p, ,
' though some im-

provements can be made. '
Now consider what will happen when one wants to

construct a gauge model which realizes the above
idea within only four quarks, g, d, c, and s, and
four leptons, v„e,p„,and p,. Qne will soon en-
counter a serious problem, namely that nonlep-
tonic decays do not occur in tree diagrams. In
order to avoid this problem one must abandon the
idea of expressing the Cabibbo angle as the mass
ratio of two charged vector bosons.

Though one must give up the above idea, it is
possible to construct a gauge model with four
quarks and four leptons and to relate the Cabibbo
angle with gauge bosons in some sense. That is,
rotate two charged vector bosons instead of quarks;
then, a resultant mixing angle effectively becomes
the Cabibbo angle. Moreover, when one requires
that the charged current be the GIM current, a
relevant gauge group is uniquely determined to be
0(4)8 U(l). I et us illustrate how one will be led to

(c}

(b)
I'IG. 1. The amplitudes which give the ratio 1: cosg:

sin8 with 8 the Cabibbo angle.
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a gauge model of O(4) 8 U(1).
The GIM charged current is given by

J'= (ud + cs)cos9+ (us —cd)sin8,

where the y matrices have been omitted. First,
there must be two charged vector bosons which
couple to ud+cs and us- cd, respectively. The
Cabibbo angle is a mixing angle of these gauge
bosons. Then the relevant generators of some
group, which we want to have, are given by

.(&-, ol
ud+cs=q

(O ) q (1.2)

and

(o
us —cd =q

0&
(1.3)

where only the diagonal elements are written and
the other elements are zero. The first matrix of
the right-hand side of Eq. (1.4) is considered to be
one generator of some group, while the second one
is the U(1) charge Next. calculate commutators of
the generators (1.2)-(1.4) and continue to make
commutators of resultant generators until the same
ones appear. Fortunately enough, the algebra
closes to become a spinor representation of
SU(2) 8SU(2) =O(4). Thus we obtain a gauge group
O(4)8 U(1), which is coincidentally the same
group as that adopted by Pais, ' though his fer-
mions are assigned to a vector representation of
O(4.).

Finally we briefly comment on the idea that the
Cabibbo angle may be expressed as a mixing angle
of gauge bosons. This idea was already realized
by Gupta and Mani, "but with three flavors, u, d,
and s. They used a gauge model of SU(3) 8 U(1).

The next section (Sec. II) describes the structure
of the gauge group O(4) 8 U(1), the Higgs mesons,
masses of fermions and gauge bosons, the Cabibbo
angle, and the Adler-Bell- Jackiw anomalies. "'"
Using our model, in Sec. III we shall analyze CP-
violating phenomena: the neutral-K mass matrix,
direct CP violation in E decays, and an electric
dipole moment of a neutron. Effects of neutral
currents in our model are discussed in Sec. IV.
It is shown that with our model one can consistently
explain the evidence of neutral currents found so
far in many scattering processes, and also the

with q =(u, d, c, s)' and v, =2(v, +is, ), where 7,
are the Pauli matrices. One more generator may
be extracted from the charge operator Q. If quarks
have fractional charges, Q is given by

diagq=(-'„-3 3 -r)
= -', (1,-1,1, -1) + v(1, 1, 1, 1),

parity-violating asymmetry in the inelastic ed
scattering recently measured at SLAC. Finally,
a summary and concluding remarks are given in
Sec. V.

II. STRUCTURE OF O(4)U(1)

[I(,I&] =2ie(y»I»,

[J(, J)] = 2i.g (y»J»,

[I&, J&] =0 for any i and j,
(2.2)

which are characteristics for O(4) =SU(2) SSU(2).
The group O(4) restricts the covariant derivative
D„in the form (2.1), which is also invariant under
the simultaneous exchange of T, A„and J, B„.Our
representation for f and 3 is

f =~28(1+~,), J= ,'~8(—1—~,), (2.3)

where 7, are the Pauli matrices. Note that our
representation for O(4) =SU(2) 8SU(2) is (2, 1)
+(1,2), i.e. , a spinor representation different
from a vector representation (2, 2) adopted by
Pais. ' Hence, instead of Eq. (2.2), the products
I,Z&, and not just the commutators [I„J&]vanish
in our representation

I]J) =0 for any i and j. (2.2')

In our spinor representation the operation of the
interchange of f and J is realized by

As=17x or l~3 ~

Next introduce the definitions

W'„=—,'[Aq+B„'+i(Aq+Bq)],

X~ =.v 2 i[Ad —Bqv I(A» —B~)],

(2.4)

Z&=~ [(A&+B&)cosy —&2C&siny],

A& =~ [(A'„+B„)siny+W2C„cosy],

(2.5)

=1
Fq=~2 (Aq -Bq),

and

tany = W2g'/g.

The D„becomes

(2.6)

Our gauge model of O(4) 8U(1) gives the covari-
ant derivative

D„=s, —,'ig(—f- A„+3B„)—,'ig'I,—C„, (2.1)

where A„,8„,and C„arethe seven Hermitian
gauge fields and Io/2 is the U(1) charge. The gen-
erators T and 3 satisfy
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D„=8„-ieQA„-—,
' ie[coty(I, +J,) —tanyI, ]Z„

(I, —J~)Fq

with

', ig[(-I, +J,)W'„+i(1, Z,)-X„'+H.c.], (2.7)

Q = z(f3+&g+I,),

e =8Ã /(g +24'

1
gsiny=g coSy.

g2

(2.9)

(2.10)

Notice that W'„and X'„arenot the physical fields.
'The physical fields which diagonalize the mass
terms are given by

Wp =8'pcos8 +X~sin8,

X~ = -S
p

sln8+Xp cos8. (2.11)

(2.6)

where the charge operator Q and the charge e are
given by

(2.14)

The explicit forms of the currents for quarks
and leptons which couple to each vector boson are
given in Appendix A. As seen from Eq. (A6), the

charged current J„becomes the GIN current, ~

namely the Cabibbo angle 8 is properly located in

the charged current, provided our S'„is the same
as that in the steinberg-Salam model. ' Also, as
seen from Eqs. (A9)—(A14}, all the currents con-
serve e or p, number.

Now we discuss the Higgs scalars which cause
boson and/or lepton mixings such as Eqs. (2.11)
and (2.13). In order to cause a lepton mixing such
as Eq. (2.13) and to generate quark masses, there
must be at least two Higgs scalars in a spinor
representation of O(4), P, and P, with I, =1 which

have the vacuum expectation values (VEV's)

0 -0

The Higgs scalars which cause such a mixing angle
are discussed below, together with the mass gen-
eration of leptons and quarks.

The left-handed leptons l~ =(v„e,v„,p, )~ and

quarks q~ = (M, d, c, s)~ belong to quartets of a,

spinor representation of O(4), whereas all the
right-handed ones belong to singlets. The U(1)
charges are

for l~,
1 for tel,

(p,) = . 0
and (y,) =, (2.15)

with a real parameter d, respectively. The inter-
action I,agrangian between leptons and the Higgs
scalars is given by

GT', (y,e'„+y,q'„)+G'7,'(y, e', —y, q'„)+H.c.,

(2.16)

with

Io=(, -2 for es and p,s,
~4 for u~ and c~,

(2.12}
G =(m, +m„)/2d,

G'=i(m, -m„)/M, (2.17)

for dg and s~,

where the left- and right-handed fields are de-
fined by 4~ =2(1+y,}+and %s =2(1-y,)+. Here,
since neutrinos are assumed to be massless, they

have no right-handed U(1) charge. Looking at the

lepton currents, there occurs e- and p.-number
nonconservation in two charged currents and one
neutral current. Then the physical leptons E,

which conserve e or p, number and diagonalize
the mass terms, must be defined as

(2.13)

with

where m, and m„are masses of e and p,. As is
seen from the above equation, e-p, universality is
broken. As for the quark masses, we need the.a-
parity-conjugate Higgs scalars which are defined

by

(2.18)

where the definition should be used only in a spinor
representation of O(4). Using this definition, the
VEV's of the G-parity-conjugate Higgs scalars
&P, and P, are given by

and

l=(v„e,v„,p)', 1' =(v'„e',v'„,p,')', (p, ) =
0

and (g}= (2.19)
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I=71, 3=17, (2.20)

where the same notations for the generators as in

a spinor representation are used and the same
vector representation as that used by Pais' is
adopted. Instead of the relation (2.2'), the genera-
tors (2.20) satisfy

[I, , g, ] =0. - (2.21)

Four VEV's of the Higgs sealars in Eqs. (2. 15)
and (2.19) are sufficient to generate quark masses
and to cause a small rota, tion of quarks, which will
later be necessary in order to bring about the CP
violation.

Concerning masses of gauge bosons, we need at
least two Higgs scalars in a vector representation
of O(4) to produce a charged boson mixing such
as Eq. (2.11) and to render the masses of the extra
gauge bosons X& and T„large. The generators of
a vector representation are given by

P~«~=-~ (-)+iq, f —iy, f+iy, $ +i@), (2.22)

where $, q, &, and X are real scalar fields. Since
II, and II, with I, =O are ne.utral components, f
and/or y may have the VEV by assuming an appro-
pritate Higgs potential. The contribution of the
Higgs scalar H '0 to the mass terms of gauge
bosons is calculated from ~DP 1&&~ ~' with D«given
by Eq. (2.7) and is given by

However, the other commutation relations of (2.2)
are satisfied by these generators and the definition
of the charge operator Q is the same as Eq. (2.9).
In a vector representation, the Higgs scalar is de-
noted as Hi~'~ = (P„H„H„P,) with I, being the U(1)
charge. Quartet members are ordered such that
the respective eigenvalue pairs are (I„J2}= (1, 1),
(-1,1), (1, -1), and (-1, -1), corresponding to the
respective charges (+, 0, 0, -) when Io =0. In our
vector representation (2.20), H~'~ is expressed as

—,'g'W„"W-«(P, +H,)'(P, +P,) +-,'g'X@ «(H, -H, }'(P,-H, )

+ 2ig (WP«+W„'X«)(P~+2 —Ht2P2) + 2g (Y«) (H2H2+P2H2) ~

In a vector representation, a "parity" operator which exchanges f and J is defined as

R„=—,'(1+I.3) .

Operating it on P" in Eq. (2.22) it is easily seen that R„behaves as a parity operator of O(4):

R„(P„H„P„H4)= (P„H„P„P4).

(2, 23)

(2.24)

(2.25)

With reference to Eq. (2.22), the exchange of H, and H, is to change the sign of X.' The contribution of the
Higgs scalar p =(p„p„p„p,) with I, =1 in the spinor representation is also calculated from ~D«p ~

and is
given (in this case the neutral components are p2 and p4) by

—,
' g'(W„'W-«+X„'.X-«)(pter, + gy, ) +-,' g'(W„'X-«- W„X'«)(pter, —pter, ) + g'(I'„)'+ . , (Z„)2

(pter,

+ pter, ).
(2.26}

Here we employ two H' 's which have the VEV's

and

{H~~) =(0, a-ib, a+ib, 0)

{H2~'~) =(0, -ic, ic, 0),

(2.27)

(2.28)

28
fVLz =, 2 4P,

san 2y

m„'=g'(a'+ b'+c'+-,'d') .
(2.29)

The mass matrix for the charged bosons is given
by

respectively. The existence of such two Il' 's is
warranted in general by assuming a relevant in-
teracting Higgs potential V(H,o, H,'). Together
with Eq. (2.15), the gauge boson masses are given

by

.W' g' (cP + 2d') g'ab

X" g'ab g'(b'+c'+ —,'d')

which is diagonalized by Eq. (2.11). Then the
masses of W'„and X'«and the angle 8 are given by

m~ =2g (a +b +c +d )

(2.30}

[(a2 b2 c2)2 + 4 gb2]1/2

m„'= —,'g'(a'+ b'+ c'+d')

'g [((P —b' — ')—'+4a'b']' '
(2.31)

tan28 =2ab/(a +b +c +d ). (2.32)

The parameters a, b, c, and d, introduced above,
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are restricted from the suppression of a strange-
ness-changing neutral current to order of G„n,
and from the value of the Cabibbo angle. That is,

16mr' 16(2 + b'+c'+ —,'d')

S

d

«0„~-8.34m 10 ' GeV ',
tan28 =2ab/(a'+b'+c'+d') =0.501

(2.33)

(2.34) S

for sin8 =0.230.
Finally, we must consider the Adler-Bell-

Jackiw triangle anomalies. ""Qwing to the spinor
representation of O(4) for leptons and quarks and
to their charge structure, there comes about the
cancellation of anomalies between lepton and quark
triangle loops. Here the color degree of freedom
SU(3), for quarks is taken into account.

(b)

FIG. 2. The possible CP-violating diagrams without
rotating quarks.

III. CP VIOLATION

Our model may reproduce the results of the
superweak theory for the CP violation in the K-
meson system, and can also give a restriction
for an electric dipole moment of a neutron. To
generate the CP-violating phase in coupling con-
stants between gauge bosons and quarks, we must
rotate d and s quarks a little by a general unitary
matrix V with one mixing angle 8 and three phase
par ameter s:

A. CP violation in the neutral-K mass matrix

The box diagrams shown in Fig. 3 are customar-
ily considered to give an estimate for the AS=2
transition. Evaluating these diagrams by the ap-
proximation of the vanishing external momentum

limit, ' and using the phase convention (ii) in Ap-
pendix B, only the diagrams of Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)
contribute to the imaginary part of the mass ma-
trix. The real part is approximated with Fig. 3(a),
assuming m~'«m~', and its effective Lagrangian
is given by

cos8
U=e' 'e' "'

' -sin8'

sin8'
j Qt3'F3

cos8 e (3.1)
F —~(cosy sing)'[2y, (1+y,)s]',

After absorbing as many phases into quarks as
possible, there remains one phase parameter, e.
The phases occur in the currents J'„,P', and J„",
or alternatively the phases occur only in the cur-
rents J„'and J„~.Either expression for the CP-
violating phase must give the same physical quan-
tities. There explicit forms are given in Appendix
B. There is no change in the other currents,
which are given by Eqs. (A2) and (A4). Before
proceeding with the calculations, let us check
whether there may occur CP violation without a
quark rotation. The only possibility to cause CP
violation is through the ga, uge boson Y„sincethe
current which couples to Y„hasa pure imaginary
coupling constant given in Eq. (A5). The lowest
diagrams are illustrated in Fig. 2. The explicit
calculation, however, shows that the sum of theSe
diagrams vanishes. in the external-momentum-zero
limit. The same cancellation as above also hap-
pens when the CP-violating phase is introduced by
a quark rotation.

Now let us analyze CP violation when rotating d
and s quarks by Eq. (3.1). Our analyses are main-
ly based on Refs. 13-17.

(3.2)

where the Fermi coupling constant GF is given by

G~ =g'/16m~', (3.3)

and

z = (m, ' —m„')'/(m, 'm~'sin'y) = m, '/(ml, 'sin'y)

(3.4)

w+
s ~= d

u,c
U,C qp

x+

/'4 U, C

s
w+

d ~ s
(c)

X+
s & -~& d

W
s

U, C gt']Ku, c ~~u, c
x+ x+

d ~& s d ~ -s
(b) (d)

FIG. 3. The diagrams which contribute to the off-diag-
onal parts of the neutral-E mass matrix.
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with y given by Eq. (2.6) and P given by Eq. (B6).
Here'and hereafter it is assumed that the masses
of X'„and Y„aresufficiently large so that the
Fermi coupling constant is effectively given by
Eq. (3.3). The effective Lagrangian which con-
tributes to the CP-violating parameter g is cal-
culated from Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), and is given by

V/', X'

U, C

ta)
d d

(c)

', X'

where

Ic' = 4m, '/(m»' sin'y)

ff i F —z'cos2p sin(P, —P, )v2 21T

x [Zy„-,'(I +y, )s]', (3.5)

(3 6)

s,cI

(b}
FIG. 4. The diagrams which may contribute to the di-

rect CP violation in E decay.

= 16 ~- . , —sin(P, —p,) .mv ' cos2$
m» sin'2 (3.7)

Approximating 2t2=8 [see Appendix B (ii)j and taking
account of the experimental results, "$, -6.5 x 10 '
and sin8 =0.230, the following restriction on our
parameters is obtained:

(
2

sin(p, —p, ) = 9.10x 10 '.
B. Direct CP violation in Ko decay

(3 8)

In the following we shall estimate the deviation
from the superweak theory. " In the conventional
analysis of CP violation the following quantities
are used':

A(K', —v'~ ) A(K,'- v'w')
A(K'-v'v )' "" A(K'-v'v')'

S S (3.9)
A(K,'-2v(l =0))

(J ~ 0)), s =ie'(62 - 6o)im

where A„e""=A(K'-2m(I=n)3 (n =0, 2) and 6„are
the associated strong phases. The phase conven-
tion ImA, =0 is adopted here. Assuming the AI
=-,' rule for CP-conserving decays, we have"

and p2 and p, are given by Eqs. (B7). Neglecting
the contribution from the Y„gauge.boson, the
ratio of the imaginary to the real part of the off-
diagonal mass matrix is, from Eqs. (3.2) and (3.5),
given by

(K' -L',p K")
, (K -L,2f K )

4/2, =1.2x ID '( *) (3.12)

for sin8' =0.1. It is convenient to introduce the
following expression for e"":

—,'ImI'» +i ImM»
—,'f(r, —P,)-Am ' (3.13)

wher«„=»~p, (K'lH~l&)P'lII lK'), r, —r, is
the difference between the K, and K~ widths, and

1m'»/nm= 2(,. This relation holds under the
AI= ~ rule. %e estimate

the literature, Refs. 14-16. The contribution of
Fig. 4(b) to the CP-violating phase, i.e. , a ratio
of the imaginary part of Fig. 4(b) to the ordinary
CP-conserving amplitude, is given by

22
cos'8' sin8'sin(p, + p, )/cos p sing,

7T mp

(3.11)

where 8' is a mixing angle of d and s quarks, and

P„P„andP are given by Eq. (B7). Comparing
the quantities g, and g, given by Eqs. (3.7) and
(3.11), we find that $, is multiplied by a further
suppression factor sin8'. By taking into account
Eqs. (2.33) and (3.8), masses of X'„and Y„areex-
pected to be of the same order. Then g, is con-
sidered to be smaller than (,. Their ratio is the
order of

E / I
'g+ —6+~, Trop

—E —V 2 E (3.10)

In our model, the phase difference between A,
and A arises only from the diagram shown in
Fig. 4(b), if we use the phase convention (ii) in
Appendix B. The diagrams Figs. 4(a) and 4(c) do
not contribute to CP violation, though the latter
diagram Fig. 4(c) is usually considered as the
dominant contribution over Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) in

=2x 10 'g, ImM, 2

~m

where

1 1
l 'l=~2 ~. IA, /A. 1=20~2 ~. ,

r(K'-2v(r =2))+ r(K'- 3v)
r(K'- 2»(I =0))

(3.14)

Imllf»
4m
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Pn =-tan '(Imi'»/2 ImM») (3.15) (d)
and the AI= —', rule, IA, /A, I-0.05, has been used.
In the superweak theory, "CP violation occurs only
through the R'-P' mixing, and e' = /~=0.

From Eqs. (3.12) and (3.14) we have

m 2

(3.16}

Even the ratio mr/mr =1 is sufficient to make Eqs.
(3.16) consistent with experimental results":

le'I -+ lel, (3.17)

We have thus succeeded in approximately repro-
ducing superweak results, "which are due to the
small phase and/or mixing parameters, the large
masses of the extra gauge bosons, and the AI =-',

enhancement in Eq. (3.14).

FIG. 5. The diagrams which contribute to the electric
dipole moment of a neutron.

C. Electric dipole moment of the neutron

The violation of P and T induces the effective
qqy vertex of the form

ef, (k')e, v&"y,e,k~„(k')
with v„„=2i[y„,y„].Hermiticity of the current
requires that fn(k') be purely imaginary. The
strength of the electric dipole moment D is de-
fined as

(3.18)

(3.19)

The origin of the name "electric dipole moment"
may be easily seen when we rewrite Eq. (3.18) in
the nonrelativistic form

efn(k'tw, *(E ~ o )u), , (3.20)

where se, are the usual two-component spinors
and E is the electric strength. The diagrams
which effectively induce Eq. (3.18) arise from
perturbation of the fourth order in the weak coup-
ling constant in our model. The electric dipole
moment of a neutron D„is considered to come from
d and u quarks whose contributions are calculated
from the diagrams shown in Fig. 5.

The estimate of D„in the two-loop diagrams is
quite complicated, as discussed in Ref. 15. More-
over, its value D„estimated from electric dipole
moments of quarks is not warranted in general.
From this point o'f view, we here give a crude esti-
mate of the upper bound on D„.As an example, to
consider the angle factors which contribute to D„,
we take Fig. 5(a). This diagram gives as the angle
factors

—,'sin28 sin28' cos'8'sine -sin8 sin8'sine, (3.21)

where we have used the phase convention (i} in

Appendix B. Finally we estimate D„as
ID„/eI

6 (Ge/w')sin8 sin8 sine(m~/mz)'m, (m, /m~)'

&10 '9 cm (3.22)

for m, /mz- 10 ', m, /m„„„„-0.5, and sin8'
=sine -0.1. The numerical fa,ctors in Eq. (3.22),
except for the angle factors, have been taken from
Ref. 15. This value of D„is well below the present
experimental upper limit of ID„/eI& 5 x 10 "cm. "

IV. EFFECTS OF NEUTRAL CURRENTS

In this section we discuss the effects of neutral
currents in our model. "'2 We consider only the
neutral currents coupled to Z„,Eqs. (A4) and (All)
in Appendix A, but not those coupled to Y„,since
the mass of the gauge boson Y„is very large [see
Eq. (2.33) in Sec. II].

One can easily see from Eqs. (A4} and (A11) that
the structure of the neutral currents coupled to Z„
is the same as those of the Weinberg-Salam model. '
In our model, however, there is no relation be-
tween the masses of the gauge bosons W'„and Z&
[see Eqs. (2.29) and (2.30)], contrary to the Wein-
berg-Salam model' where there is a relation
(m~ =mecos8~). Therefore, in our model we can
choose the parameters so as to explain any phe-
nomena due to neutral currents which can be ex-
plained in the Weinberg-Salam model. At the
same time, we cannot explain the absence of
parity violation in heavy atoms" as in the Wein-
berg-Salam model. This experiment, however,
may not be a decisive one to select out of many
gauge models because of the complexity of heavy
atoms.

Here we adopt two kinds of experiments on neu-
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tral currents in order to restrict the values of the
Z-boson mass mz and the mixing angle siny. One
experiment is to measure the parity-violating
asymmetry in the inelastic scattering of longitud-
inally polarized electrons from the deuterium,
which has been recently carried out at SI.AC,"
and the data now rule out almost all models pro-
posed so far, except for the Weinberg-Salam mo-
del. Another experiment is to measure the cross
section for the process v„+e —v„+e ." Although
this experiment is not so accurate, we adopt it
since this process occurs only through the Z boson
in the lowest-order diagram and the data on this
experiment have now accumulated.

The asymmetry parameter of the inelastic ed
scattering is given by" "

( )
/&a doL

dgg +do'g

(1- o sin y}
9GQ' '

2o

20 2m'

+ (1 —4 sin'y) y(2 -S)
2 —2g +p

2.5

1.5

0.5
0,4

0.1 0.2 0,3

most plausible values are given by

FIG. 6. Limits on G amd sin2y plane froin the inelas-
tic ed scatterirg and v„ereactions.

with

2&2 no 8 no.
z g sin'2y s in'2y

(4.1)

(4.2)

sin'y =0.21 and 0=1.2x 10 ' GeV ',
which correspond to

mz =90.2 QeV and m~=82. 0 GeV.

(4. 'r)

(4.8)

where Q' is a minus of the momentum transfer
squared, x and y the usual scaling variables, and

o the fine-structure constant. Equation (4.2) is
a definition of the constant G [see also Eq. (2.29)].
In the Weinberg-Salam model, the constant G be-
comes the Fermi coupling constant Q~, which is
defined in our model by Eq. (3.3}. The differential
cross section for the process v„+e - v„+e in

our model reads"

Qm ' [(-1+2sin'y)'+4y'sin'y], (4.3)E, dy 2m

which gives the cross section

6'm,
o =E„'(1 —4sin'y+~ sin'y), (4.4)

g/q' = (-9.5 a 1.6) x 10 ' GeV ' (4.5)

for the average value of y =0.21. The experimental
value for Eq. (4.4) is given by"

o =[(1.8+0.8) x 10 ~ cm'/GeV]E, . (4.6)

Combining Eqs. (4.1) and (4.4)-(4.6), we can plot
Fig. 6 in the Q and sin y plane. The intersection
of-these results shows the domain allowed. The

where we have neglected the experimental cutoff
on the out-going electron energy E,.

The experimental value for Eq. (4.1) is given by"

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

Provided that the charged current for four quarks
is the GIM current and that the Cabibbo angle is
expressed as a mixing angle between two charged
vector bosons, we have been led to a gauge model
of O(4) 8 U(1). Each quartet of quarks in our
model has the common Cabibbo angle. Using this
gauge model, we have succeeded in reproducing
the superweak results for CP-violating phenomena,
the deviations from which are also calculated to
satisfy the experimental upper bounds. The elec-
tric dipole moment of a neutron calculated from
our model is sufficiently lower than the experi-
mental limit. We have also succeeded in explain-
ing almost all the data on tne neutral currents, in-
cluding the parity-violating asymmetry of the in-
elastic ed scattering recently measured at SI.AC.

Although we are satisfied with the above-men-
tioned successes, there are still some defects in
our model: the appearance of a strangeness-chang-
ing neutral current (which may be suppressed by
making its associated gauge boson's mass heavy,
though), breakdown of e-p universality in the
couplings to the Higgs scalars, and some compli-
cation in our generation of the Cabibbo angle.

Finally we want to point out the possibility that
the Cabibbo angle may be determined by the hier-
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archy of spontaneous symmetry breakdown from a
larger group as in the Georgi-Glashow SU(5) gauge
model, "if one succeeds in expressing the Cabibbo
angle as a ratio between two coupling constants
similarly to the steinberg angle. Although aiming
at such an expression for the Cabibbo angle in the
first stage of this work, we have not yet succeeded
in it.

Note added. After the completion of our work,
we become aware of two papers: N. G. Deshpande,
H. C. Hwa, and P. D. Mannheim, Phys. Rev. D
19, 2686 (1979); M. Singer, ICTP Report No.
IC/78l68, 1978 (unpublished). They have also ex-
pressed the Cabibbo angle as a free mixing angle
of the charged gauge bosons (the same idea as
ours), using the gauge model of SU(4) NI U(1) (dif-
ferent from our model}, and assigning four leptons
(v„e,v„,g) and four quarks (u, d, c, s} to the
quartets of the fundamental representation of
SU(4). Deshpande et a/. have adopted four leptons
(v,cos8+v„sin8,e, -v,sin8+v„cos8, p) as the quar-
tet members of SU(4) with the Cabibbo angle 8.

Under the assumption that the neutrinos are mass-
less, their theory has no Cabibbo rotation in the
charged lepton current. Application of the same .

argument to our gauge model can recover p.-e
universal. ity which is broken in our model as is
seen from Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17).

It should be stressed that the purpose of this
paper is to show that the minimal gauge group is
O(4) 8 U(1) in order to express the Cabibbo angle
as a gauge-boson mixing angle.
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APPEND1X A

By taking account of Eqs. (2.6), (2.10), and (2.11), the currents which couple to each vector boson are
given as follows:

{i) Quarts. Define the interaction parts between quarks and gauge bosons as

g~~.m +gV~~+yu~" +g+~~-+X ~~-'+H c

where the currents are given by

J„' -=cry„Qe

with

q=(u, d, c, s)', Q=diag(-,', --'„-'„--',),
Jz = v'e(3 cot2y —tany)(uyp +cy„c)—&e(3 cot2y +tany)(Zy„d + sy„s)

e
+2 .

2 [(uy~y u+cSypysc) —(Zypysd+sy~y~s}]

(A2)

(A3)

(A4)

g2 [(cu}—(uc) + (Ps) = (sd)],

J =-, g{[(ud) +(cs)]cos8+[(us) —(cd)]sin8),

J ' = —,
' g{-[(ud) +(cs)]sin8 + [(us) —(cd)]cos8],

d ~„'=
u

~ and J„"=J„',where we have defined

(e e)=—v&y„e~

{ii)I,epfons The same no.tations as in the case (i) are used:

= cry„QI

with

l=(v„e,v„,g)', Q=diag(0, -1,0, -1),

(A6)

(A6)

{A7)

(A8)

(A9)

(A10)
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J„=,e—(tany —cot2y)(ey& e+ ~& p) +2 . [v,y&(1+y, )v, + v&y&(l +y, )v&- (ey&y, e

+pygmy,

lu)],2 sin2y (A»)

J"' =2 2 [(v,v,)-(v„vv)-(ee)+(py)], (A12)

(A13)

(A14)

J-=-,'g[(v, e)e "-(v„g)e-"],
J =-,'fg[(v, e)e-"- (v„g)e"],

J„+=J„~,and J„+=J„~.The phases which appear in the charged currents above may be eliminated by
simultaneous redefinition of the left-handed leptons, which does not affect the mass terms.

APPENDIX B

The currents which have the |"P-violating phase are as follows:

J =-,' g[(ud)a,*+(cs)a,+(us)a, —(cd)a*],

which couples to W„', where

a, = cc' —e ' ss', a, = sc' + e ' cs'

(B1)

(B2)

c =cos8, s =sin8, c' =cos8', .s' =sin8'.

Note that la. l'+ la I'=1:

J ' =--,'gf(ud) a,*+(cs)a, —(us) a, + (cd)a,*],
which couples to X&".

J"' = g (i[(ss) —(i')]2c's'sinn+(Zs)(c" +e ""s")—(sd)(c" +e" s")+(cu)- (uc)]. ,

which couples to F„.The other currents are not affected by a rotation of d and s quarks and are given by
Eqs. (A2) and (A4).

The CP-violating phase may be eliminated from either of the curents (Bl) or (B4). pre eliminate the
phase from (Bl). Define

a, —= e' icos/, a, =e' 'sing.

The relation between the parameters 8, 8, and u in (B2) and P, P„and P, in (B6) is given by

tanp, = ss's" /(cc' —ss'c") = tt's",
tanp, =cs s /(sc —cs c )™t s /t,
tan'P = [(cs')' + (sc')' —2csc's' c']/[(ss')'+ (cc')' —2csc' s'c" ]= f'

with

(B6)

c = cosa, s = sino. , t = tan8, etc. (B8)

for s'«1. From (BV), P= 8. After eliminating phases from (Bl), the respective currents are given by

J =-,'g[[(ud) +(cs)]cosy+[(us) —(cd)]sing),

J =-,'g{-[(ud)e"'& "'+(cs)e"'2 '~']sing+[(us)e"'~ "'—(cd)e"" '~']cosy],

J"' = (i[(ss) —(Vd)]2c's's'+(Ps)e "s~'sm'(c" +e ""s")

—(sd)e' s~+s2 (c"+e""s") +(c)ue'& s2s~l- (uc)e'&s~ s2&) . (B9)
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